
You would think after being in the screen business for over 15 years 
that you would get used to seeing big screens. Ryan upgraded to a 150” 
Zero Edge Slate .8 screen and had this to say: 

Ryan Gustafson
Chief Executive Officer

“I have been doing this a long time. Tonight, I was blown 
away yet again! Jason and I installed a 150” Slate .8. We 
had a 110” before. To say I’m re-watching every favorite 
movie is an understatement. I’m watching more movies. 
Seriously blown away with the lights cranked I’m getting 
perfect blacks and whites. Like a kid all over again. Best 
job in the world!”



WHY
PROJECTION?

Affordable
Think projection is expensive? 
Think again. Especially true for 
sizes larger than 70”, projection 
often costs nearly half as much as 
standard flat-panel systems. 

 

The Real Experience
If you don’t have a big screen, you 
are missing the experience. Buying 
a flat-panel instead of projection 
system is like buying a picture of 
Niagara Falls vs seeing Niagara 
Falls in person.
 

No Glare
Flat-panel images are often 
compromised by annoying 
reflections; this problem grows 
worse the larger the screen. 
Projection screens have no 
reflective layer and thus, no glare.

Your Sized
Our customers often order screens 
built within 1-inch increments to 
perfectly fit their environment. 
This is impossible with flat-panel, 
limiting you to standard sizes only.

 

Goes Away
Projection screens can be motorized, 
or even levitate, thanks to Zero-G®, 
and mounted flush into the ceiling 
to completely disappear. You can’t 
roll flat-panel screens or easily store 
them away.

Versatile
Projection is incredibly versatile, 
having applications for more than 
just movies. It’s used every day for 
simulation, presentations, design, 
and regular TV. We even have a 
screen on the space station!
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